APPENDIX A: Study Team
STUDY TEAM

New York State Department of Transportation
Timothy J. Gilchrist - Director, Office of Transportation Policy and Strategy
Gerard J. Cioffi, P.E. - Director, Mobility Management Bureau
Maurice T. Rasheed, P.E. - Project Manager, Mobility Management Bureau
John Reed - Chief, Intercity Passenger Rail Section

Parsons-Clough, Harbour Joint Venture
William H. Crowell, Ph.D. - Project Manager (Parsons)
Thomas P. Karis, P.E. - Deputy Project Manager (Clough, Harbour and Associates, LLP)

Parsons
Richard Maitino - Principal-in-Charge
Sajjad Alam - ITS, queue detection/response, parking supply monitoring, traveler safety
James W. Cleveland, P.E. - Integrated intermodal supply chain security
Elizabeth Federico, AICP - planning and environmental studies, document coordination
Winn B. Frank - Passenger rail operations and simulations
Leon Goodman, P.E., P.T.O.E. - Albany-Rensselaer station area connectivity
James Powell, P.E. - ITS, incident management, alternate routes
Sophia Rakowsky, AICP - planning and environmental studies, document coordination
Robert J. Rooney - Passenger rail operations and simulations
Govind Vadakpat, P.E. - ITS, queue detection/response, parking supply monitoring
Ronald Wolcott - ITS, vehicle detection
Wei Wu - ITS, tourist kiosks, system integration

Clough, Harbour and Associates, LLP
Raymond Gardeski, P.E. - Principal-in-Charge
Robert Badger, P.E. - Freight and passenger rail operations
Sandy Fox - ITS and CVO
Jim Horton, AICP - GIS
David Kahlbaugh, AICP - Transportation planning and traffic analysis
Scott Lewendon, RLA - Recreational planning
Paul McDonnell, AICP, P.P.- Aviation operations and planning
Steve Nieradka, PLS - GIS and CVO
Michael Wieszchowski, P.E., P.T.O.E. - ITS and traffic analysis and modeling

Fitzgerald & Halliday, Inc.
Lynn Ahlgren - Public Outreach
Ken Livingston, AICP - Public Outreach
Susan Van Benschoten, P.E. - Public Outreach
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Han-Padron Associates
Jonathan Goldstick, P.E. - Principal-in-Charge
Anthony Scotti, P.E. - Waterborne freight operations

M.J. Engineering and Land Surveying, Inc.
Michael Panichelli, P.E. - Field inventory and data collection

Delcan Corporation
Pierre Bolduc - Transportation studies of Canadian section of corridor

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
George List, P.E., Ph.D. - ITS/ Freight and rail operations
Cheng Hsu, Ph.D. - ITS
William Wallace, Ph.D. - ITS
Jeff Wojtowicz - Freight and passenger rail operations